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Genetic Load, Its Biological and Conceptual Aspects 1970 a biological and psychological
background to education focuses on man s physical and psychological characteristics which
influence education the publication first underscores the importance of man s biological
background the biological nature of man and the nature of the vital processes discussions
focus on respiration nutrition object of vital activities characteristics of man as an animal
primate characteristics diversity of man public education and human biology in the schools
the book then examines the control of vital processes reproduction and sex education
genetic factors in the life of man evolution and man and development and growth the
manuscript takes a look at movement posture and exercise health and the teacher s
responsibility social heritage of man higher mental processes and structure of personality
topics include social factors in personality remembering and forgetting intelligence
perception contemporary pressures in society prevention of disease and the significance of
levers in the body the publication is designed for students at colleges of education and
colleges of physical education
Entomology 1906 the editors would like to thank the authors of the papers at the advanced
research workshops for their excellent presentations at the workshops and the production of
their drafts we are indebted to those who helped in the preparation of this volume we
should particularly like to acknowledge the help of piers millett who compiled the papers set
them into camera ready format and produced the index and dr simon whitby who made the
final changes to the manuscript any remaining errors are of course our responsibility
malcolm r dando cyril klement marian negut graham s pearson ix achieving security
benefits from technical cooperation under the biological and toxin weapons convention
graham s pearson visiting professor of international security department of peace studies
university of bradford bradford west yorkshire bd7 idp uk 1 background l the biological and
toxin weapons convention which opened for signature in 1972 2 and entered into force in
1975 currently has 144 states parties and 18 signatory states article i of the convention is
all embracing in its complete prohibition of biological weapons stating that each state party
to this convention undertakes never in any circumstances to develop produce stockpile or
otherwise acquire or retain 1 microbial or other biological agents or toxins whatever their
origin or method of production of types and in quantities that have no justification for
prophylactic protective or other peaceful purposes 2 weapons equipment or means of
delivery designed to use such
A Biological and Psychological Background to Education 2014-05-09 biologists are
stepping up their efforts in understanding the biological processes that underlie disease
pathways in the clinical contexts this has resulted in a flood of biological and clinical data
from genomic and protein sequences dna microarrays protein interactions biomedical
images to disease pathways and electronic health records to exploit these data for
discovering new knowledge that can be translated into clinical applications there are
fundamental data analysis difficulties that have to be overcome practical issues such as
handling noisy and incomplete data processing compute intensive tasks and integrating
various data sources are new challenges faced by biologists in the post genome era this
book will cover the fundamentals of state of the art data mining techniques which have been
designed to handle such challenging data analysis problems and demonstrate with real
applications how biologists and clinical scientists can employ data mining to enable them to
make meaningful observations and discoveries from a wide array of heterogeneous data
from molecular biology to pharmaceutical and clinical domains contents sequence analysis
mining the sequence databases for homology detection application to recognition of



functions of trypanosoma brucei brucei proteins and drug targets g ramakrishnan v s gowri
r mudgal n r chandra and n srinivasan identification of genes and their regulatory regions
based on multiple physical and structural properties of a dna sequence xi yang nancy yu
song and hong yan mining genomic sequence data for related sequences using pairwise
statistical significance yuhong zhang and yunbo rao biological network mining indexing for
similarity queries on biological networks günhan gülsoy md mahmudul hasan yusuf
kavurucu and tamer kahveci theory and method of completion for a boolean regulatory
network using observed data takeyuki tamura and tatsuya akutsu mining frequent subgraph
patterns for classifying biological data saeed salem on the integration of prior knowledge in
the inference of regulatory networks catharina olsen benjamin haibe kains john
quackenbush and gianluca bontempi classification trend analysis and 3d medical images
classification and its application to drug target prediction jian ping mei chee keong kwoh
peng yang and xiao li li characterization and prediction of human protein protein
interactions yi xiong dan syzmanski and daisuke kihara trend analysis wen chuan xie miao
he and jake yue chen data acquisition and preprocessing on three dimensional medical
images yuhua jiao liang chen and jin chen text mining and its biomedical applications text
mining in biomedicine and healthcare hong jie dai chi yang wu richard tzong han tsai and
wen lian hsu learning to rank biomedical documents with only positive and unlabeled
examples a case study mingzhu zhu yi fang brook wu meghana samir vasavada and jason t l
wang automated mining of disease specific protein interaction networks based on
biomedical literature rajesh chowdhary boris r jankovic rachel v stankowski john a c archer
xiangliang zhang xin gao vladimir b bajic readership students professionals those who
perform biological medical and bioinformatics research keywords healthcare data mining
biological data mining protein interactions gene regulation text mining biological literature
mining drug discovery disease network biological network graph mining sequence analysis
structure analysis trend analysis medical imageskey features each chapter of this book will
include a section to introduce a specific class of data mining techniques which will be
written in a tutorial style so that even non computational readers such as biologists and
healthcare researchers can appreciate themthe book will disseminate the impact research
results and best practices of data mining approaches to the cross disciplinary researchers
and practitioners from both the data mining disciplines and the life sciences domains the
authors of the book will be well known data mining experts bioinformaticians and
clinicianseach chapter will also provide a detailed description on how to apply the data
mining techniques in real world biological and clinical applications thus readers of this book
can easily appreciate the computational techniques and how they can be used to address
their own research issues
Basic Bacteriology; Its Biological and Chemical Background 1973 covering the theory and
practice of non insecticidal control of insect vectors of human disease this book provides an
overview of methods including the use of botanical biocides and insect derived
semiochemicals with an overall focus on integrated vector management strategies while the
mainstay of malaria control programmes relies on pesticides there is a resurgence in the
research and utilisation of non insecticidal control measures due to concerns over rapid
development and spread of insecticide resistance and long term environmental impacts this
book provides examples of successful applications in the field and recommendations for
future use
Maximizing the Security and Development Benefits from the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention 2002-10-31 here s everything you should have been taught in sex education



fascinatingly presented with all the science fact and a light hearted touch an everyman s
humorous look at the real differences biological historical psychological between men and
women this fact based but fun and provocative book provides insight into what really drives
behavior and interactions between men and women men talk about women to men women
talk about men to women men and women talk to each other or try to about relationships it
s not you it s biology provides insight ammunition snappy comebacks and interesting
cocktail party banter for everyone who ever wondered why we do what we do vis a vis the
opposite sex
Biological Data Mining and Its Applications in Healthcare 2013-11-28 is the history of life a
series of accidents or a drama scripted by selfish genes is there an essential human nature
determined at birth or in a distant evolutionary past what should we conserve species
ecosystems or something else informed answers to questions like these critical to our
understanding of ourselves and the world around us require both a knowledge of biology
and a philosophical framework within which to make sense of its findings in this accessible
introduction to philosophy of biology kim sterelny and paul e griffiths present both the
science and the philosophical context necessary for a critical understanding of the most
exciting debates shaping biology today the authors both of whom have published extensively
in this field describe the range of competing views including their own on these fascinating
topics with its clear explanations of both biological and philosophical concepts sex and
death will appeal not only to undergraduates but also to the many general readers eager to
think critically about the science of life
Biological and Environmental Control of Disease Vectors 2013 introduction working
together on individuality lynn k nyhart and scott lidgard the work of biological individuality
concepts and contexts scott lidgard and lynn k nyhart cells colonies and clones individuality
in the volvocine algae matthew d herron individuality and the control of life cycles beckett
sterner discovering the ties that bind cell cell communication and the development of cell
sociology andrew s reynolds alternation of generations and individuality 1851 lynn k nyhart
and scott lidgard spencer s evolutionary entanglement from liminal individuals to implicit
collectivities snait gissis biological individuality and enkapsis from martin heidenhain s
synthesiology to the völkisch national community olivier rieppel parasitology zoology and
society in france ca 1880 1920 michael a osborne metabolism autonomy and individuality
hannah landecker bodily parts in the structure function dialectic ingo brigandt
commentaries historical biological and philosophical perspectives distrust that particular
intuition resilient essentialisms and empirical challenges in the history of biological
individuality james elwick biological individuality a relational reading scott f gilbert
philosophical dimensions of individuality alan c love and ingo brigandt
It's Not You, It's Biology. 2008-09-02 although infrared spectroscopy has been applied with
success to the study of important biological and biomedical processes for many years key
advances in this vibrant technique have led to its increasing use ranging from
characterisation of individual macromolecules dna rna lipids proteins to human tissues cells
and their components infrared spectroscopy thus has a significant role to play in the
analysis of the vast number of genes and proteins being identified by the various genomic
sequencing projects whilst this book gives an overview of the field it highlights more recent
developments such as the use of bright synchrotron radiation for recording infrared spectra
the development of two dimensional infrared spectroscopy and the ability to record infrared
spectra at ultrafast speeds the main focus is on the mid infrared region since the great
majority of studies are carried out in this region but there is increasing use of the near



infrared for biomedical applications and a chapter is devoted to this part of the spectrum
major advances in theoretical analysis have also enabled better interpretation of the
infrared spectra of biological molecules and these are covered the editors professor andreas
barth of stockholm university stockholm sweden and dr parvez i haris of de montfort
university leicester u k who both have extensive research experience in biological infrared
spectroscopy per se and in its use in the solution of biophysical problems have felt it timely
therefore to bring together this book the book is intended for use both by research scientists
already active in the use of biological infrared spectroscopy and for those coming new to the
technique graduate students will also find it useful as an introduction to the technique
The Climatic, Biological, and Strategic Effects of Nuclear War 1985 in this comprehensive
guide military experts teach you how to survive an attack on american soil from north
korean missiles to weaponized smallpox north korean nukes emerging epidemic and
pandemic disease dirty bombs in train stations chemical warfare americans have more
reasons than ever to be afraid if a nuclear missile strikes will you know what to do if a nerve
agent is released in your office building will you know the best way to avoid harm the u s
armed forces nuclear biological and chemical survival manual gives you the information you
need to survive a terrorist attack it contains the best practices of all the united states
military services adapted for the first time for civilian use experts agree that the threats
posed by terrorists and enemy nations have never been graver this handbook is the single
most effective tool you can own to protect yourself and your family against the danger
looming over our homeland this manual will show you how to protect yourself during a
chemical or biological attack recognize the indicators of nuclear chemical and biological
attack develop a simple and effective family action plan guard against the radiological
effects of a dirty bomb assist victims of nuclear chemical or biological agents assemble and
store the everyday materials that could save your life
Sex and Death 2012-04-02 a comprehensive treatment of the concept of causation in
evolutionary biology that makes clear its central role in both historical and contemporary
debates most scientific explanations are causal this is certainly the case in evolutionary
biology which seeks to explain the diversity of life and the adaptive fit between organisms
and their surroundings the nature of causation in evolutionary biology however is
contentious how causation is understood shapes the structure of evolutionary theory and
historical and contemporary debates in evolutionary biology have revolved around the
nature of causation despite its centrality and differing views on the subject the major
conceptual issues regarding the nature of causation in evolutionary biology are rarely
addressed this volume fills the gap bringing together biologists and philosophers to offer a
comprehensive interdisciplinary treatment of evolutionary causation contributors first
address biological motivations for rethinking evolutionary causation considering the ways in
which development extra genetic inheritance and niche construction challenge notions of
cause and process in evolution and describing how alternative representations of
evolutionary causation can shed light on a range of evolutionary problems contributors then
analyze evolutionary causation from a philosophical perspective considering such topics as
causal entanglement the commingling of organism and environment and the relationship
between causation and information contributors john a baker lynn chiu david i dayan renée
a duckworth marcus w feldman susan a foster melissa a graham heikki helanterä kevin n
laland armin p moczek john odling smee jun otsuka massimo pigliucci arnaud pocheville
arlin stoltzfus karola stotz sonia e sultan christoph thies tobias uller denis m walsh richard a
watson



Biological Individuality 2017-05-24 this book contains contributions from leading
researchers in biomechanics nanomechanics tribology contact mechanics materials science
and applications on various experimental techniques including atomic force microscopy afm
for studying soft biomimetic and biological materials and objects biologists physicists
researchers applying methods of contact mechanics and researchers testing materials using
indentation techniques along with many other applied scientists will find this book a useful
addition to their libraries moreover several reviews in this book are written as introductions
to several important and rather sophisticated research areas such as depth sensing
indentation studying of biological cells by afm probes mechanics of adhesive contact and
contact between viscoelastic hereditary elastic solids the book containing new theoretical
models results of experimental studies and numerical simulations along with reviews of
above mentioned areas of contact mechanics in application to biological systems would be
beneficial for researchers in many areas of biology medicine engineering mechanics and
biomimetics
Biological and Biomedical Infrared Spectroscopy 2009-09-02 computer simulation analysis
of biological and agricultural systems focuses on the integration of mathematical models
and the dynamic simulation essential to system analysis design and synthesis the book
emphasizes the quantitative dynamic relationships between elements and system responses
problems of various degrees of difficulty and complexity are discussed to illustrate methods
of computer aided design and analysis that can bridge the gap between theories and
applications these problems cover a wide variety of subjects in the biological and
agricultural fields specific guidelines and practical methods for defining requirements
developing specifications and integrating system modeling early in simulation development
are included as well computer simulation analysis of biological and agricultural systems is
an excellent text and self guide for agricultural engineers agronomists foresters
horticulturists soil scientists mechanical engineers and computer simulators
U.S. Armed Forces Nuclear, Biological And Chemical Survival Manual 2008-08-06 perennial
wood density tree growth wood anatomy reaction wood
Biological Weapons 2000 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
Evolutionary Causation 2019-09-03 covers the history of this form of warfare information on
chemical agents themselves as well as regulation controls and disposal policies scientific
research on cbw extending as far back as 1940 is organized under categories of cbw agents
and their corresponding subheadings
Biological Defense Research Program 1989 biological control global impacts challenges
and future directions of pest management provides a historical summary of organisms and



main strategies used in biological control as well as the key challenges confronting
biological control in the 21st century biological control has been implemented for millennia
initially practised by growers moving beneficial species from one local area to another today
biological control has evolved into a formal science that provides ecosystem services to
protect the environment and the resources used by humanity with contributions from
dedicated scientists and practitioners from around the world this comprehensive book
highlights important successes failures and challenges in biological control efforts it
advocates that biological control must be viewed as a global endeavour and provides
suggestions to move practices forward in a changing world biological control is an
invaluable resource for conservation specialists pest management practitioners and those
who research invasive species as well as students studying pest management science
Biological heritage and food chains 2022-04-22 the special issue nanostructured
materials based on noble metals for advanced biological applications highlights the recent
progress in gold and silver nanomaterials preparation synthesis as well as their innovative
applications in advanced applications such as in nanomedicine and nanosensors it is
nowadays generally accepted that nanostructured noble metals allow the production of
highly competitive materials in fact a specific design and rather simple and reliable
preparation techniques can be used to obtain optimized material uses and possibilities for
their reusability one expects amazing future developments for these nanotechnologies from
research laboratories to key industrial areas the guest editor and the mdpi staff are
therefore pleased to offer this special issue to interested readers including researchers
graduate and phd students as well as postdoctoral researchers but also to the entire
community interested in the wide world of nanomaterials
Contact Problems for Soft, Biological and Bioinspired Materials 1994-03-22 the
purpose of this book is to coalesce in a single volume the general scientific knowledge we
have about salt and its biological role in animals including humans the intent is to inform
student and layman and perhaps more importantly pique the interest of future scientists on
what lies ahead in this important field of comparative biology the authors wish to share
their current knowledge with others who may be curious about salt as basic to life about the
historical role of salt in human civilization and about our present understanding of the
molecular cellular and organismic pathways animals and humans utilize to regulate body
fluid balance needed to sustain life we hope to stimulate our readers to explore further the
recent genetic discoveries in these ion transporting cells that are still completely
unanswered but are cited in the text and listed in the references
Computer Simulation Analysis of Biological and Agricultural Systems 2003 the integration of
confocal microscopy and volume investigation has led to an unprecedented ability to
examine spatial relationships between cellular structure and function the goal of this book is
to familiarize the reader with these new technologies and to demonstrate their applicability
to a wide range of biological and clinical problems volume investigation three dimensional
reconstruction fluroescent probe design biological applications of confocal microscopy
including calcium imaging receptor movement and diagnostic pathology confocal data
display and analysis twenty eight pages of color
Wood Quality and Its Biological Basis 1974 invasive species have a critical and growing
effect upon natural areas they can modify degrade or destroy wildland ecosystem structure
and function and reduce native biodiversity landscape level solutions are needed to address
these problems conservation biologists seek to limit such damage and restore ecosystems
using a variety of approaches one such approach is biological control the deliberate



importation and establishment of specialized natural enemies which can address invasive
species problems and which should be considered as a possible component of restoration
biological control can be an effective tool against many invasive insects and plants but it has
rarely been successfully employed against other groups safety is of paramount concern and
requires that the natural enemies used be specialized and that targeted pests be drivers of
ecological degradation while modern approaches allow species to be selected with a high
level of security some risks do remain however as in all species introductions these should
be viewed in the context of the risk of failing to reduce the impact of the invasive species
this unique book identifies the balance among these factors to show how biological control
can be integrated into ecosystem restoration as practiced by conservation biologists jointly
developed by conservation biologists and biological control scientists it contains chapters on
matching tools to management goals tools in action measuring and evaluating ecological
outcomes of biological control introductions managing conflict over biological control and
includes case studies as well as an ethical framework for integrating biological control and
conservation practice integrating biological control into conservation practice is suitable for
graduate courses in invasive species management and biological control as well as for
research scientists in government and non profit conservation organizations
Understanding Homosexuality, Its Biological and Psychological Bases 2016-04-23 seed
production whether for human or animal food for industrial use or for crops is heavily
dependent on the unique biology of seeds in the first two instances we are drawing on the
seed constituents the reserves of carbohydrates protein and triacylglycerol while in the last
we are reliant on the seeds viability vigour and capacity for germination this volume
provides a broad up to date coverage of seed technology and its underlying biology in the
light of recent advances in plant molecular biology possibilities for biotechnological
exploitation are highlighted throughout
Entomology, with Special Reference to Its Biological and Economic Aspects 1997 my
original intention was to write a history of medical statistics used in its prewar sense
expanding the writings on the subject by major greenwood from which i formed many of my
ideas in the early days immediately after the second world war in later years i decided that
the scope of his works was narrower than what i think is appropriate now for he was writing
in an era before the acceptance and use of the fisherian methods and he was probably not
aware of the mathematization of many parts of biological theory further the boundary
between the medical and biological sciences has largely disappeared many texts have now
been written on branches of the theory and practice inspired by r a fisher see 4 13 i discuss
the history of the use of quantitative methods in the biological sciences defined after the
style of peller 1967 as that branch of science that uses a quantitative approach to or
quantitative logical reasoning on or biology the mathematical tech any issue having to do
with medicine niques are various and not classified here within the book i use biological
sciences to include medicine but use the longer phrase in its title to avoid
misunderstandings as to content moreover most of the experimental work carried out in
medical research laboratories is performed on animals other than man
Chemical and Biological Warfare 2021-10 2000 years and beyond brings together some
of the most eminent thinkers of our time specialists in philosophy theology anthropology and
cultural theory in a horizon scanning work they look backwards and forwards to explore
what links us to the matrix of the judaeo christian tradition from which western cultural
identity has evolved their plural reflections raise searching questions about how we move
from past to future and about who we are what do the catastrophes of the twentieth century



signify for hopes of progress can post enlightment humanism and its notion of human nature
survive without faith if the numinous magic global capitalism is our own giant shadow cast
abroad does that shadow offer hope enough of a communal future has the modern
secularized west now outgrown its originating faith matrix often controversial and
sometimes visionary these seven new essays ask how do we tell and rewrite the story of the
common era introduced by paul gifford and discussed in a lively dialogic conclusion they
add their distinctive voices to a debate of profound and urgent topicality
Biological Control 2020-06-23 modularity in development and evolution offers the first
sustained exploration of modules from developmental and evolutionary perspectives
contributors discuss what modularity is how it can be identified and modeled how it
originated and evolved and its biological significance covering modules at levels ranging
from genes to colonies the book focuses on their roles not just in structures but also in
processes such as gene regulation among many exciting findings the contributors
demonstrate how modules can highlight key constraints on evolutionary processes a timely
synthesis of a crucial topic modularity in development and evolution shows the invaluable
insights modules can give into both developmental complexities and their evolutionary
origins
Nanostructured Materials based on Noble Metals for Advanced Biological
Applications 2012-10-24 a broad synthetic philosophy of nature focused on human sociality
in this book joseph rouse takes his innovative work to the next level by articulating an
integrated philosophy of society as part of nature he shows how and why we ought to unite
our biological conception of human beings as animals with our sociocultural and
psychological conceptions of human beings as persons and acculturated agents rouse s
philosophy engages with biological understandings of human bodies and their environments
as well as the diverse practices and institutions through which people live and engage with
one another familiar conceptual separations of natural social and mental worlds did not
arise by happenstance he argues but often for principled reasons that have left those
divisions deeply entrenched in contemporary intellectual life those reasons are eroding in
light of new developments across the disciplines but that erosion has not been sufficient to
produce more adequately integrated conceptual alternatives until now social practices and
biological niche construction shows how the characteristic plasticity plurality and critical
contestation of human ways of life can best be understood as evolved and evolving relations
among human organisms and their distinctive biological environments it also highlights the
constitutive interdependence of those ways of life with many other organisms from
microbial populations to certain plants and animals and explores the consequences of this in
depth noting for instance how the integration of the natural and social also provides new
insights on central issues in social theory such as the body language normativity and power
The Biological Secrets of Salt 2012-12-02 the future of medicine and the key to a healthier
life starts in your mouth american dentists are beginning to discover what some of their
european counterparts have long understood many common chronic conditions obesity
inflammation stroke diabetes alzheimer s heart disease and cancer among others often have
their origins in the mouth in a groundbreaking new work german dentist dr dominik
nischwitz presents the principles of biological dentistry along with emerging scientific
research on the mouth s vital role in the body s microbiome a key to whole body wellness
challenging conventional dental wisdom that views the teeth as separate from the rest of the
body and conventional dental practices that often cause more harm than good it s all in your
mouth delivers the latest research on the microbiome and the mouth critical information on



the dangers of root canals and amalgam fillings the important role of nutrition in oral health
and hygiene a clarion call for a new approach to dentistry sensible holistic and humane it s
all in your mouth offers a necessary new approach to natural immunity to chronic disease
and integrating dental hygiene into whole body health
Three-Dimensional Confocal Microscopy: Volume Investigation of Biological
Specimens 2016-05-17 bioengineers need a thorough grounding in biocompatibility the
biological performance of materials until now there were no publications suitable for a
neophyte in the field prior publications were either not comprehensive or focused on rather
narrow interests drawing on the author s 35 years of experience as a teacher researcher
and consult
Integrating Biological Control into Conservation Practice 2000 this book explores current
research on young children s beliefs and knowledge about the biological world otherwise
known as folkbiology contributors discuss factors that shape the development of
folkbiological knowledge as well as possible interventions designed to counteract cognitive
biases that can interfere with the development of scientifically informed reasoning about
natural phenomena taken together the papers provide insights into the contributions of
cognitive biases to the development of biological misunderstandings and into the life
experiences and contexts that can contribute to or impede accurate learning of biological
concepts as part of a wider literature the insights provided by the authors are relevant to
the design of educational experiences that will foster children s exploration and further
their understanding of life science ideas the chapters in this book were originally published
as a special issue of early education and development
Seed Technology and Its Biological Basis 1994-10-27 this book presents a
comprehensive compilation of registration requirements necessary for authorisation of
biological control agents viruses bacteria fungi active substances of natural origin and
semiochemicals in oecd countries it also reviews data requirements for invertebrate agents
insect mites and nematodes and provides proposals for harmonisation of the regulation
process and guidelines for completion of application forms based on results of the eu rebeca
policy support action which gathered experts from academia regulation authorities and
industry risks and benefits of the specific agents were reviewed and proposals for a more
balanced registration process elaborated including recommendations for acceleration of the
authorisation process and discussions on trade off effects and policy impacts all these
aspects are covered in detail in this book which points the way forward for enhanced
utilisation of biological control agents
Quantitative Methods in Biological and Medical Sciences 1925
Biological and Taxonomic Investigations on the Mutillid Wasps 2003-09-02
2000 Years and Beyond 2004-07
Modularity in Development and Evolution 2023-08-17
Social Practices as Biological Niche Construction 2020-03-18
It's All in Your Mouth 1891
The Entomologist 2005-12-20
Biological Performance of Materials 2019-07-23
Young Children’s Developing Understanding of the Biological World 2005
The impact of IITA-led biological control of major pest in sub-Saharan African
agriculture: a synthesis of milestones and empirical results 2011-02-03
Regulation of Biological Control Agents
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